Pre-implementation
Street-level Zoom
Dec 20 – July 21

Public consultation on
County designed LTN

meetings

County Council
review to confirm
high level merits of
proposal for LTN

DRARA organising street-level
Zoom meetings to raise
awareness and understanding of
proposal

All residents will be asked for their
opinion about the proposed LTN. A
detailed survey will be the main
way that this is done.

Residents survey
18-21
February

Survey of all residents
organised by DRARA

County Council
cabinet decision
There will be an OCC
discussion culminating in a
decision on how the
government awarded
funds will be allocated.

1–14 March

Raising awareness
December

January

2020

2021

February

March

January

March

Design LTN scheme
Traffic engineer
assessments (OCC)
Oxford County Council appoint traffic
engineers to take proposal and conduct
stakeholder reviews and micro
assessments of the area to develop
design and plan for our area.

Expected
June/July 2021

April

May

June

July

Local government
campaigning and
elections – 6 May
(pause in Council activity
relating to the LTN)

Analysis of findings
Analysts will review all feedback to
provide insight and summary of
response to the proposal. Residents,
businesses and non-resident views
will be distinct from each other
Note: All timescales and activities based on best
information available at the time of writing (7 Feb 2021)

Implementation and beyond
From July 2021

Bollards and signs in
place, changes reflected
on sat-nav systems
County Council
abinet decision

Review of LTN scheme

Final decision on LTN

Interim review of scheme, enabling
Oxford County Council to
understand any significant issues
with the LTN

Formal review of scheme,
followed by decision to keep
the LTN, remove it or make
changes to it

From July 2021
onwards - TBC
12 months

6 months

Installation
Oxford County Council
implement detailed plan to
change status of roads and
install changes to road
infrastructure

18 month trial of Low Traffic Neighbourhood
Consultation in real time
Residents give feedback while
living with new road layout

Note: all timescales and activities based on best
information available at the time of writing (7 Feb 2021)

